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LISTENING 

 

1.1 For questions 1-5 choose from the list A-F. Use the letters only once. There is one letter 

which you do not need to use 

  

Which speaker says 

A  It will benefit people who live in the city centre.   Speaker 1  1 ……….. 

B  It will change people’s behaviour.     Speaker 2  2 ……….. 

C  It will harm business in the city centre.     Speaker 3  3 ……….. 

D  It will be unpopular but it is necessary.     Speaker 4  4 ……….. 

E  It will have little impact on reducing pollution.    Speaker 5  5 ……….. 

F  It will be very expensive to set up.    

  

      1.2 Circle the best answers: A, B or C 

 

1. Professor Jackson thinks the scientific studies on happiness 

A   ..are less accurate than economic studies. 

B   ..will be used to measure the success of governments. 

C   ..will become less useful in the future. 

 

2. Evidence suggests that happier people can live for an extra 

A   ..three years. 

B   ..six years. 

C   ..nine years. 

 

3. What seems to be the relationship between standard of living and happiness? 

A   People are happier now than in the past. 

B   People in rich countries are getting happier. 

C   People need to achieve a basic income to be happy. 

 

4. People who buy material goods to make them happy are 

A   ..usually dissatisfied with their purchases. 

B   ..confusing happiness with pleasure. 

C   ..only happy for a short time. 

 

5. What effect do scientists think friendship has on happiness? 

A   Having strong friendships may improve health. 

B   People with a lot of friends seem to be the happiest. 

C   Close friends are more important for happiness than family. 

 

6. What do recent studies say about happiness at work? 

A   People need to feel useful. 

B   People need to enjoy their work. 

C   People need to have goals. 

 

7. Professor Jackson says the easiest way to increase happiness is to 

A   ..smile more often. 

B   ..stop comparing yourself to others. 

C   ..do something kind every day. 
 

*ЗА КОМИСИЈУ  Број освојених бодова: ............................................ 
Потпис члана комисијe………………..………………………………………………………………………………….…… 
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READING  

 

1. Read the text ‘The things people do for fun' and do the exercise 1.1  

 

A   Gorge walking 

At its most intense, gorge walking requires even more nerve than something as obviously daunting as 

bungee jumping. It should never be done alone, and the ratio of instructor to client should not exceed 6.1. 

Often the route that you take follows the course of a young river, going where the water goes, which 

means when you encounter a waterfall with a deep enough pool, you jump-sometimes as much as 12 

metres. Gorge-walking is always exhausting, drenching and challenging to your courage-or lack of it. 

Surprisingly, no serious incidents have yet been reported from commercial companies who organise the 

sport, although it is not yet well-established and is potentially very dangerous; the routes often have real 

hazards, perhaps making you zip across a narrow ravine faster than you ever thought you wanted to go, 

your legs dangling in the void. 

 

 B   Diving with sharks 

Nothing in the sea fascinates people like great white sharks, and off an island 200 miles north west of 

Tahiti, divers are guaranteed to see dozens of them. The diving centre prides itself on taking small groups 

of divers out to the area where the sharks come to breed and feed, but this is not without risk- there are 

strong water currents and groups of divers must be small. But what about the risks from the sharks 

themselves? Shark divers are apparently rarely a target for sharks, but certain species do have to be treated 

with special caution-among them the great whites. Commercial companies have been running shark 

feeding dives for more than a decade without serious incident; in fact, some believe that human activities 

are more of a threat to the sharks rather than vice versa. Even so, it is not for the fainthearted! 

 

C   Ice-boating 

Sailing on ice started in Europe in the 1600s, when sailing boats were fitted with runners and used for 

moving cargo on frozen canals in the Netherlands. Now it is the fastest sailing and non-powered sport in 

the world. In temperatures of about -11°C, the speed that these craft can reach sailing over the ice means 

that the wind-chill factor is -43°C – and frostbite is a real danger. The pilot lies almost flat on his back, 

pinned to his seat by a speed that can increase from 60-100 mph in 2 seconds-faster than a Formula One 

car. But unlike car drivers, there are no brakes, the pilot has no seatbelt or protection of any kind. Less 

than 5 mm of fibreglass separates him from destruction-and weather conditions play an important part. 

Yet many are prepared to risk it. 

 

 D  Canoeing down waterfalls 

Place a blunt tube over a vertical drop with tons of water cascading over it, and then let yourself go. 

Those who have done it say that going over a waterfall in a canoe, or kayak, is an amazing experience, 

although full of danger. Every item of equipment has to be specially manufactured or customised for the 

individual, and spinal injury is the biggest risk. Even if the fall itself does not cause injury, there are 

hidden dangers from rocks or trees in the waterfall itself. Iceland, with its hundreds of waterfalls and 

rapids, offers many exciting challenges to the extreme white water kayaker-but this is an activity  limited 

to a very small number of adventurers who are prepared to take the very real risk. 
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1.1 For questions 1-12 choose from the activities A-D. Write your answers,  correct letters 

A-D,  on the blank lines  

 

 

 Which activity ... 

 

 ..began as something other than a sport?  1.……..……  

 ..is compared to another sport?   2..………….  

 ..may put the natural environment at risk?  3..…………. 

 .. is a new activity?     4.………….. 

 ..has been going for about ten years?   5.…..……… 

 ..needs personalised equipment?   6.….………. 

 ..will never attract large numbers of people?  7.………….. 

 ..has unexpected risks?    8................... 

 ..should be done with a teacher?   9................... 

 ..is less dangerous than it seems?   10................. 

 ..is more dangerous in certain weather conditions? 11................. 

 ..involves animals that may be dangerous?  12................. 
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1. Circle the correct answer: A, B, C or D 

An acting career 

My younger sister is a 0....... star of stage and screen, or at least that’s what she tells me.  Last week she 

had an 1........  It was for the 2........ of Juliet in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. It went well and she 

starts 3........next week. This is the first 4....... that she has been in, but she’s done quite a lot of TV 5......... 

work and she’s also been in a couple of films. The last film she was in was called The Magician. It was 

set in ancient Egypt and she was in a crowd 6...... with thousands of other people. When I went to see it 

I sat in the front 7....... so that I could see the 8........ really clearly, but I still couldn’t pick out my sister 

in the crowd. She says the 9.......... was one of the best professionals she has worked with but I must say 

the 10......... seemed a bit stupid to me. It was all 11....... a very clever magician who had managed to 

travel back through time to the court of Tutankhamen. The 12........ were magnificent and so were some 

of the sets but having an actor saying 13......... in present day American English just didn’t work. The 

14........... was really  ridiculous. The magician got accidentally buried with Tutankhamen. Funnily 

enough, the rest of the 15........ seemed to have rather enjoyed the film.  

 

0 A potential B latent C inherent D likely 

1. A trial B interview C audition D test 

2. A job B part C position D post 

3. A training session B practices C rehearsals D exercises 

4. A game B play C theatre D activity 

5. A advertising B publicity C propaganda D display 

6. A scenery B scene C view D spot 

7. A line B queue C file D row 

8. A board B screen C blind D curtain 

9. A conductor B chief C director D master 

10. A plot B argument C dialogue D letters 

11. A on B over C about D concerning 

12. A dressings B cloths C customs D costumes 

13. A lines B scripts C plays D readings 

14. A final B culmination C ending D end 

15. A public B audience C spectators D viewers 
8 

 

2. Fill each gap with one suitable word 

 

 Modern banking 

 

Modern banks make life easier and easier  0.......................... their customers all the time. Instead of 

1.............................. into the bank to cash a 2............................ you can use the cash machines. These 

machines 3................................ conveniently placed outside the bank so you can use them when the banks 

are 4................................. . You can withdraw 5............................., ask the bank to send 

6..................................... a statement and put  money into your  7................................... all by simply 

pressing a 8....................................  Of course if you 9.................................... overdrawn you won’t be 

able to 10........................................... any money out until you talk 11................................... your bank 

manager. If you are earning a reasonable 12.............................................. the manager will generally 

13....................................... you have credit. If however you are 14............................................. debt or if 

you 15......................................... a mortgage the manager might say no.    
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3. Some of the lines are correct, and some have a word which should not be there. If a line is 

correct put a tick (√ ) by the number. If there is a word which should not be there, write the 

word by the number. There are two examples for you at the beginning. 

 
 

                                                   Studying law 

 

When I first went to a university I studied law. Although   

both my mother and older sister have science degrees 

no one else in the family had ever been studied law before 

and my parents were very proud of me. The problem was 

that I did not really know exactly what lawyers did do. 

I had a very romantic ideas about going to court to defend 

people who had been falsely accused of committing the crimes. 

I imagined myself like those lawyers on TV, arguing 

with the judge and the prosecution lawyer and convincing to 

the jury that my client was innocent. After only a couple of 

weeks of very long and difficult lectures I am realised  

that a lot of what a lawyer does is very practical and not 

at all romantic. Nevertheless, I have began to understand 

that to studying law was interesting and worthwhile for other 

reasons. For example, you learn a lot of about consumers’ 

rights. With it this kind of knowledge you can really 

help people. I am very glad about I chose to study law. 

 

 

 

0   …a... 

00 ... √... 

1………..... 

2 ………… 

3 ………… 

4 ………… 

5 ………… 

6 ………… 

7 ………… 

8 ……....… 

9 ………… 

10 …….…. 

11 …….…. 

12 …….…. 

13 …….…. 

14 …….…. 

15 …….…. 

15 

 

4. Put each verb in brackets into appropriate form 

 

Usually, whenever Peter 1..........................................(return) home from a trip he 

2................................................(put) his passport in his desk drawer, but in January, after a trip to Poland, 

he 3..............................................(leave) his passport in the pocket of his overcoat. Two weeks later, he 

4...............................................(have to) fly to Thailand. While 5.................................................(pack) his 

bag he 6................................................(realise) that he 7..............................................(not make) a note of 

the name of the hotel that his company 8.................................................(book) for him. He 

9.........................................(check in) for his flight online earlier that morning, but he 

10..............................................(forget) about the hotel details. While he 

11..............................................(phone) his office, the doorbell 12.............................................(ring). His 

taxi for the airport 13.................................................(arrive) He 14............................................(note) the 

details of the hotel, 15...............................................(pick up) his bag and 

16....................................................(run) out of the house. He 17..................................................(look) 

forward to a few sunny days in Bangkok. While he  18...........................................................(think) how 

nice it would be to walk around the city without heavy winter clothes, he suddenly 

19.....................................................(remember) that he 20................................................(leave) his 

passport in his overcoat.  
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5. Complete the sentences using the words in bold. Use 2 to 5 words, one of them is the bold one. 

 

1. ‘If you don’t turn that music down, I’ll call the police,’ said the man downstairs.  threatened 

The man downstairs ……………………………………………..………the police if we didn’t 

turn down the music down. 

2. ‘You won the match. Well done!’ the coach said to them.   congratulated 

The coach…………………………………..………….………….……………the match. 

3. ‘ Who did you see at the party?’ he asked us.  know 

He wanted to…………………………………………….………………………at the party. 

4. It was a mistake not to buy a better car. only 

If …………………………………………………………………a better car. 

5. The cat dislikes it when children pat him.  patted 

The cat……………………………………………………..…………….………by children. 

6. They made me feel extremely welcome. made 

I …………………………………………………….…….………………… extremely welcome. 

7. Unexpected problems can arise even if you are well-prepared.  come 

Unexpected problems can……………………………….………….……………..even if you are 

well prepared. 
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6. Circle the correct answer: a, b, c or d 

 

1. There is only ........... time left before the plane takes off. Hurry up! 

    a)a little      b)hardly any      c)few  d)a few  

2. This kind of ............. quite a lot. 

    a)furniture cost     b)furniture costs    c)furnitures costs     d)furnitures cost 

3. I’m afraid the news ...............; our team lost all three games in the playoffs. 

    a)is disappointing  b)is disappointed    c)are disappointing  d)are disappointed 

4. I .............. in a lake since I was six years old. 

a)don’t  swim        b)didn’t swim           c)haven’t swum d)haven’t been swimming 

5. They ............ a company together but they had an argument and, in the end, they didn’t. 

a)would set up       b)were going to set up   c)had set up        d)set up 

6. ....... you like best, the red one or the blue one? 

a)What dress do      b)What dress           c) Which dress do    d)Which dress 

7. The weather forecast said we ............ have some rain today. 

a)can         b)may        c)must       d)won’t 

8. If we go to Egypt, we .......... the Pyramids. 

a)are visiting        b)would visit      c)visit        d)will visit 

9. Unless you press this button, the door................. 

a)won’t open        b)didn’t open        c)wouldn’t open  d)isn’t opening 

10. This time next week we .................. to Jamaica. 
        a)will have flown      b)will fly             c)will be flying   d)will have been flying 
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THIS IS THE END OF THE TEST!  
 
 
*ЗА КОМИСИЈУ      Reading /број освојених бодова./ ……….……..                          LiU /број освојених бодова./ ……………..      
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WRITING 

 
What can your local area do to encourage environmentally-friendly tourism?  Write an essay using 130-150 

words) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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